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1969 P resen t:  Basnayake, C.J., Pulle, J., and Sinnetamby, J.

N. W. DE COSTA, Appellant, and THE TIMES OF CEYLON, LTD., 
and another, Respondents

S. G. 325— D . G. Colombo, 3 8 6 8 3 /M

Defamation—Publication in newspaper— Innuendo— Justification— Fair cotnmenl—
Animus injuriandi—Burden of proof.

In this action for defamation based on the publication in a newspaper, on 
five different dates, of matter which was alleged to involve certain innuendos 
concerning the conduct of the plaintiff before he was appointed as Principal 
of an Assistod School and soon after he retired from that post—

Held, by P u lle , J., and Sinnetam by, J., (i) that, under the
Roman-Dutch Law, where the words are either per se defamatory or shown to 
have the defamatory meaning attributed to them in the innuendo, animus 
injuriandi is presumed and it is for the defendant in such a case to exonerate 
himself by establishing circumstances which rebut the presumption.

(ii) that justification is a defence which negatives animus injuriandi. In 
order to establish this plea, it is necessary to provo, in addition to the truth of 
the facts contained in the defamatory statement, that its publication was in 
the public interest. Tho head of a school is a public figure and his conduct, 
can bo tho subject of public criticism.

(iii) that fair comment also negatives the oxistence of animus injuriandi. 
To succoed in this defence it is necossary for tho defendant in tho first instance 
to establish tho truth of the facts on which the comment is based and tlion to 
•show that tho comment based upon those facts is fair and bona fide ; it must 
also be shown that the comment was on a matter o f public intorest. Where 
the facts truly stated warrant an inference of evil motivo, even though in 
fact no evil motive exists, the defence of fair comment is available-. Fair 
comment does not moan that it is comment which is impartial, woll-balancod, 
or commends itself to the Court. The only requirement is that it must be 
honest.

(iv) that it is not necessary to justify every word of a libel. The fact that 
there are some exaggerations or inaccuracies is not material if it does not add 
to the sting of the alleged libel.

(v) that when a passage is capable of two meanings, that meaning which 
favours the defendant should be adopted. The presumption is in favour of the 
innocont use of words.

Per B a sn ayak e, C.J., in dissenting judgment— “  A person is not entitled 
under the guise of truth and pretence of acting in the public interest to rake 
up another’s past. In such a case a heavy burden lies on the defendant to show 
how the resurrection of the past serves the public interest.”

A p p e a l  from a judgment of the District Court, Colombo.

. This appeal was referred to a Bench of three Judges owing to a difference 
of opinion between the two Judges before whom it had been previously 
listed for hearing.

12 & 13------ lxh
2-----J. X. Jt 14070—1,905 (11/00).
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The facts appear from the joint judgment of Pulle, J., and 
Sinnetamby, J.

The Plaintiff-Appellant in person.

H . W . Jayewardene, Q .G ., with N . D . M . Samarakoon, V . J . M a rtyn  
and N . R . M . Daluwatte, for Defendants-Respondents.

Gur. adv. mdt.

October 23,. 1959. Basnayake, C.J.—

[His Lordship delivered the following dissenting judgment allowing 
the appeal on the grounds that the publisher not only failed to prove the 
truth of the defamatory statements but also failed to establish that they 
were made in the public interest or for the public good :—]

The plaintiff-appellant (hereinafter referred to as the plaintiff), 
a teacher by profession, was from 1934 to 1955 an assistant teacher at 
the Senior Secondary School known as the Ananda Sastralaya at Kotte 
at which he himself had received his education. From April 1955 till his 
retirement in May 1958 he was Principal of that school. The 1st 
defendant-respondent is a limited liability Company registered in Ceylon 
and Was at all relevant times the proprietor of a Sinhalese Newspaper 
known as the “  Lankadipa ” . The 2nd defendant-respondent was at all 
material times the Editor of that newspaper. It will be convenient 
hereinafter to refer to the 1st and 2nd defendants-respondents collectively 
as the defendants.

The plaintiff complains that on 5th and 23rd December 1955, and on 
3rd January 1956 and on 8th and 11th May 1956, the defendants published 
in the “  Lankadipa ”  certain defamatory matter of and concerning him. 
The following extracts from the publications referred to are specially 
pleaded in the plaint:

“  4. (i) In a paragraph headed “  2»eg 2̂ ea ”  (Kasu Kusu) 
written in Sinhalese and published in the issue of the Lankadipa 
dated 5th December 1955, the words following, that is tG say—

■■®ea)JO@D dEsfssdo aoesiQza  (SsncazsfO SxpioQ c o ra d -e s  cdogSq

®z5M@oo02n aDjScaO gS>G Etoooduzd ©cozn <Sc3 £ a cgd̂ Od®csssf
©tg gQoznaQacaB OdcaaQ oeg <jzsf «S© ®coOs> © e s s  S e  s s d s f e s i  ® 2rf^8  
©2ai0©0 ogasf 0o8g g d s )  2s>dS ” ,

The literal English translation of the said Words is as follows :—

The people of Kotte question as to why an assistant teacher who 
carried on a powerful campaign requesting the children of a certain 
Buddhist School in Kotte not to pay the facilities fees is enforcing the 
payment (of facilities fees) on becoming the Principal.
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(ii) In a letter in Sinhalese headed “  £p2S32sfg csodgoQca ”  
(Ananda Sastralaya) purporting to be written and signed by one “ 8 . ©<82sfg 
oaq  ©5)3©sfe  ̂”  (C. Mahindapala Boteju) and published in the issue of the 
Lankadipa dated 23rd December 1955, the words following, that is to say:

“ ooeaicf <00825 ®2533©ra3©0 £ f a j3 e   ̂SsnSzrf ©mo®® caig©0 ©825s®32S3 
gcDsm 2 5 ® o © ®  o o ® i© (^ ®  023 QdiBdaoB 8da>% a " .

‘ ‘ ©g o o ® i© (^  aiB S  sSdizScaO qq 253©  o iC ? 0 ©  <3>® 2S© 3k ]  © ® 8  ®°e32sfS  
© 0  © 2s)©<5m 2a d a  BQzsi © o s m f. epoQoccS ®-efifS0 c3  gO om  2 5  © 3 0  3 8 j<^Q ca. 
<8®3s825f ^25828 25©m2sf o«<g©2sT toi<5 52S8 ®i© ©g253 ©2£®30 S d ^ O o” .

The literal English translation o f the said words is as follows :—
(a) . . . It was when the present Principal was an assistant

teacher in the same school that the children were encouraged not to 
pay and led astray.

(b) . . . The fact that black stains are sprinkled on the glory
that was of the school can be seen from the talks that go on at the (road) 
junctions here. The staff is opposed to the Principal; excepting 
one third all the rest of the students are opposed to him.

(iii) In a letter in Sinhalese purporting to be written by one “  2S2sf88  
ep©d2g»® ”  (Kitsiri Ameratunga) and published in the issue of the 
Lankadipa dated 3rd January 1956 the words following, that is to say :

“ <S©nca2sf 3d < 3 ©  © C 63 2§)c33 z a d 3 © 0  © e e ® § © c iz 3 i  © gzrf S^ooeca©
£f2S25)di 2adg©ciffii ©825) ®3253 Sg>330C33S2329©8c33 SB  S g3330© d  2f3?j 
<823230325 0G3@C325f  © ®  g29© ” .

“ 3 .  ©25)®S°S3 ©202533 3g3S30O382329© 8 0 0 3 ^ , 0d253®3253 3^3330C3o8o2S

©dcaa, ©©253© C23 3  £ 0 3 0 2 3 3 8 2 3  z90 8 3 ,  g m ©  233253g@8 <§ g © ° ® 0  3 g3S3 0  

0 3 3 8 2 3 ^  © 2 8 . 2ft(^. 3 .  £fe<Sc3025im ©2025330 3 8 ^ 0 ©  <S®33C325f @ 23g ®  g  
SB  ©2530 2p253253*g <B3e&5)30©d 8 3  253gd(2sf 4 2 8 2 S ” .

‘ ‘ 3g3S30©ci 330253 2530Q25 © 0 0  0 3 0 3  2 9 8 ®  CSqtOO, ©2530 C O  egd(0dc32^3© 
8 3  © 8 2 5 3  ©3253 3g3330C33823i9 0dc33, 2320g}ZS3@ CDOcSq  @2533@®0253 © 0 ®  
<3233503253° 23©-€ft2si ©25330 ®§25i@eJ ©g®S8c325i g © 2 3g ®  g © c i C3. ©2530

<S©3SC325f 0 0 3  3 ^ 3 5 3 0 8 ®  ® ® 3 0 2 S 3 l8 g © 0  £f0(Sc30253°253 3 © d f 8  2330 g ® g © c i  
253gd( q C3253*253 82Q232sf ©2533©S” .

The literal English translation o f the said words is as follows:—
As a past student I know that it was the present Principal who 

made the students disobedient and act as rebels.
Everyone who was at the Sastralaya during the time o f the Principal- 

ship of Mr. B. Wickremasinghe knows that it was the present Principal 
who set the children against the then Vice-Principal Mr. Alagiyawanna 
who is now the Principal o f Sri Sumangala Vidyalaya, Panadura.

To obstruct the work o f the school the present Principal, who was 
then an assistant teacher, induced not only the students but also their 
parents not to pay facilities fees. It is not a secret as to who got the 
students to write the Anti-Alagiyawanna slogans on the school 
buildings.
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“ 7. (i) In a paragraph written in Sinhalese headed “  8°zoe Sjzqz. zScaa
'q8©0 ”  (Resigns as he is unable to do Sinhalese) in the issue of the 
Lankadipa dated 8th May 1956, the words following, that is to say:

“ &2s>J0&0 qaznzsfg caaelspecaoSozS qtzsf. ©S§0. g ©zaoetea ©zozsa 
S q m c a o B a S  ©gS©c3Z5f Scgo® @©zn qtza. ®zsfg (pda toom 8g 9 q  
geoScazsf <30o qitS d  ©zozaa S°zo©(3Z5f <g>E>izsf3®0 ©zjmzoxzS za® zSeao 
Sega® ©izfl©® zflzSca caO©zsf ea@g6-€S Sĝ o© ©igd eaSzs© Sega® ©cozsa
z9©S. SgnaO zn®lt9 S»zoe ©tsaza ©zaoeizao ©tozsa SSzrf gcazn
egfqzS. d  ©tozaa ge>S“© ®°<§8 ®o>izrf3® esqtoa ef©@5zaaO Sea cazg cf̂ za” .

The literal English'translationjof the said words is as follows :—

Mr. N. W. de Costa, Principal, Ananda Sastralaya, Kotte, has retired 
from the post of Principal. He who has a degree in Indo-Aryan has 
retired on full pension under the regulation for retirement due to his . 
inability to teach in Sinhalese. The Sinhalese book titled
‘ UDBHIDA VIDYAWA ’ is a book written by him. In a very
short time he will be leaving for America to teach English.

(ii) In a letter in Sinhalese headed “ ®za^©@3 epznslg oaoefcpecMSazS ” 
(The Principal, Ananda Sastralaya, Kotte) purporting to be written and 
signed by one “  ©zsf. dca©8zad ”  (K. Jayasekera) and published in the 
issue of the Lankadipa dated 11th May 1956, the words following, that is 
to say :

“ ©2ad'0 @© qoznzrfg e3oeis)oQcso8aS dzrf. Qo)gD. q ©zaoeizao ®zozbd 
8 °ao©(3zrf <poizsf3®0 ©znazojzScs oszn zadj-eS g© Sga® rasi 90  “ <3°zaoS®3”  
©cS ©g Sc3. ®g gzrfOzsf 3 g#0 3gB3(3@ci <pzrig qoda worn 8g 9 q  ShSd  
g©oSc32sf zfl@cD. “ g<̂ d3g SgnoO”  zn®i29 qQnoaza gjsfO gzsnocza ®-e6f©e 
©cszjf qs)®za zssdzn eg, zaSzn Sgna ©©oza ®zg SSzsf Sozsegzrf gcao zS©5). 
zngzsf ®zg ©®gd-®S 0;g d  aaSza Sega® q 9 o cosis-za ©za©dg casiza ©zs>f0©3 
eazo ©zood-sS a go zsf OoSzsfO ggScaza" ©O. ©g<Sca 0ad©ci® m a iQ O  
©zsoooi®-  ̂ znSjg Szsfzado ©^caaogzn ©zsfaesza ©253z§Qdo©dzsf©zs>c3Z5f 
@g©g@2f>2^0 ©2aiO©0 eszo ©zood-eS ®zsfz§ ©zaoScSomSg <gzao gzsozsfgsOzsf 
01© 23©gfG3. 0o®-s6zsf ©zs300 zs®o©of zsjSzsf 0̂ 2310 g B ^ Q  zs)d SgdjOo 
zoi8©8 ca. ©O zagzsf Szgb© cô zSSO ®zg zag ©8tg®ca ©oddzs ©znof) 
zngg ©iSBds&  c3®©ci<® ®g ©za©ei 8go® g9o ©zsf©2sf q ozsfzn zn0 qo-etfg 
©0 qQnoozso eszo §g(g ffi®z9 ^©zsf ©g©g0 OOzoo ©zzfi® ®zno©0 ” .

The literal English translation of the said words is ps  follows :—

It was published in the Lankadipa that Mr. N. W. de Costa, Principal, 
Ananda Sastralaya, Kotte, retired on the ground of inability to teach 
in Sinhalese. He has an external degree in Indo-Aryan of the 
University of London. The book titled ‘ UDBHIDA YIDYAWA * 
which is accepted by the Educational Publications Board is written 
by him. But it is a wonder to the people of Kotte and Horana as 
to how he retired with full pay. Though he did not go to school for 
the whole of last term he worked hard at Kotte and at Horana for 
a certain political party. Further, he issued leaflets under his name.
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It is not difficult for the Education Minister and the Finance 
Minister of the New Government to know how he could retire during' 
the time of the election though his previous attempts to retire were 
unsuccessful. ”

The defendants pleaded justification, qualified privilege, fair comment, 
and absence o f anim us injuriandi.

The plaintiff appeared in person and argued his appeal. He explained 
that he had exhausted nis resources at the trial and had not the means 
wherewith to retain counsel for the appeal. He presented his case with 
moderation and with care and did justice to his case. He urged that some 
o f the findings of fact against him should he reversed.

It is well settled that questions relating to defamation fall to be deter
mined in this country according to the principles o f Roman-Dutch law. 
When approaching questions o f Roman-Dutch law, especially in a branch 
o f  law like defamation it is well to hear in mind the words o f Lord Tomlin 
in the case o f Pearl Assurance Com pany Ltd . v. Government o f  the Union  
o f  South A fr ic a 1—

“  In the first place, the questions to be resolved are questions of 
Roman Dutch law. That law is a virile living system o f law, 
ever seeking, as every such system must, to adapt itself consistently 
with its inherent basic principles to deal effectively with the increasing 
complexities of modem organized society. That those principles 
are capable o f such adaptation cannot be doubted, and, while it would 
he idle to assert that the development of the Roman Dutch law in 
the territories now constituting the Union has not been affected appre
ciably by the English law, yet in their Lordships’ judgment, approach 
should be made to any question governed by Roman Dutch law with
out any fetter imposed by recollections o f other systems, and through 
the principles of Roman Dutch law alone.

“  The fact that the solution of a particular .problem reached by the 
Roman Dutch law bears a similarity to the solution provided by another 
system does not necessarily indicate any imposition o f the rules o f one 
system upon the other, but. may. be cogent evidence o f a resemblance 
between the relevant basic principles of the' two systems. ”

The existence o f well-annotated standard treatises on the law of 
defamation in England and America is a great inducement for lawyers 
and judges almost instinctively to resort to them for the solution of 
problems which should be solved according to the principles of 
Roman-Dutch law. At the same time I  do not wish to be understood as 
saying that under no circumstances should we examine the decisions of 
courts o f other jurisdictions when called upon to solve an intricate question 
o f  law in our system. But the tendency to resort to English and American 
treatises and decisions without first endeavouring to solve the problems

• . 1 (1934) A . C. 570. ■
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that arise according to Roman-Dutch, law should be resisted. Melius De 
Villiers’s Treatise on the Law of Injuries and Manfred Nathan’s Treatise 
on the Law of Defamation in South Africa afford considerable assistance 
in ascertaining the Roman-Dutch law as developed in South Africa.

Of the Roman-Dutch Law writers Voet alone discusses the law in detail. 
For this reason Voet has been cited and followed by the Privy Council 
and the courts both here and in South Africa. I  shall therefore not refer 
except in passing to Van der Keessel, Van der Linden, Groenewegen, or 
Van Leeuwen. As for Grotius, I think, his definition of defamation is- 
important and should be reproduced. (Grotius, Bk. I l l  Ch. X X X V I 
Section II, Herbert’s translation, p. 447). It reads as follows :—

“  In tnis respect all parties are liable who either verbally or in writing, 
in presence or absence, secretly or openly, publish anything whereby & 
man’s honour is injured even were the same true ; except when the 
same is notified to the authorities for the punishment of the offence. ”

The expression “  honour ”  in this context is used in the sense of the good ' 
opinion others have of us.

The kind of defamation that arises for consideration in the instant case, 
viz., publication by a newspaper to all and sundry, is the type of defa
mation known to Roman-Dutch law as Fam osis libellis and falls into the 
classification of Injuria  litter is. (Voet 47. 10.10—7 Gane 226)—

“  A-wrong is done by writing when a person has assailed the repu
tation of someone by handing a screed to the Emperor or to another ; 
or with a view to the contemning and mockery and loss of reputation o f 
someone has made up, published, noised abroad, made known to others 
or printed an information, narrative, comedy, screed or jingle; or 
has with evil intent brought about the happening of any o f  
those things. ”

Now when dealing with this type of defamation it is well to bear in 
mind that in this country a newspaper enjoys no greater right than the 
individual citizen. The following words of Lord Shaw in the case o f  
Arnold— The K in g  Em peror o f I n d ia 1, though expressed in a criminal case 
in relation to Burma, can with equal force be used in relation to Ceylon—

“ The freedom of the journalist is an ordinary part of the freedom, 
of the subject, and to whatever lengths the subject in general may go, 
so also may the journalist, but apart from statute-law, his privilege 
is no other and no higher. The responsibilities which attacn to his 
power in the dissemination of printed matter may, and in the case of a 
conscientious journalist do, make him more careful ; but the range o f  
his assertions, his criticisms, or his comments, is as wide as, and no 
wider than, that of any other subject. No privilege attaches to Im
position. ”

1 (1914) 30 T. L. R., p. 462 (Privy Council).
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The learned District Judge appears to have overlooked this aspect o f 
the law when he held that the 1st and 2nd defendants as proprietor and 
editor of the “  Lankadipa ”  respectively had a common interest with the 
public and owed a duty to. the public—

(i) to publish information on matters o f general importance and
public interest,

(ii) to allow the use of the columns of the “ Lankadipa”  for the
bona fide discussion by members of the public of matters of 
general importance in the public interest.

The learned District Judge is wrong in thinking that the press has pri
vileges which the ordinary citizen has not. Defamation by the written 
word is more serious than defamation by the spoken w ord ; because a 
person who writes matter which is defamatory has time to think 
and therefore his act is deliberate.

On account of the wide publicity that defamatory matter published in 
a newspaper receives and of the serious consequences of such wide 
publicity to the person defamed, a defamation committed by a news
paper is a more serious infringement of a person’s rights than a mere 
publication in writing to a third person. Defamation by a newspaper 
falls within the class of savage wrongs (atrox injuria) referred to by Voet 
in 47.10.13 (7 Gane 231). He says that a wrong is more savage when 
wreaked in the theatre or in a public meeting place.

In our law defamation is a species o f injuria. Inju ria  is defined by 
Voet (Bk 47.10, s. 1-7 Gane 204) as a wrong-doing committed in contempt 
of a free human being and by which his person or dignity or reputation is 
injured with evil intent. There are four ways o f inflicting injuria, 
•viz., by act, bywords, in writing and by agreement with another (Voet 
47.10, s.7). Each of these divisions of injuria is discussed in detail by 
Voet in the title to which I have already referred. Eor the purpose o f 
this judgment I shall confine myself to injuria litteris. This injuria  
lilteris is committed when a person has assailed the reputation of another 
by publishing to a third person matter intended to bring him into 
contempt, ridicule or hatred animo injuriandi.

As the use of the word defamation in relation to injuria, by words, in 
■writing or by pictorial representation is now established it might be as 
well to define it. Defamation is the publication of any matter with the 
intention (animo injuriandi) of injuring another in his fair name and re
putation, or of bringing him into hatred, contempt or ridicule or of 
lowering him in the esteem of others. A n im u s injuriandi is the intention 
to produce the consequences of one’s act or the frame of mind of a person 
who knows that the commission o f a certain act will reflect injuriously 
on another, yet does not refrain from the commission of the act. Such 
a person cannot rightly assert an absence of intention (Voet 47.10.20).

In our country animus injuriandi is an essential element of defamation 
(Per era v . Petris l1. This is in keeping with the principle N em o facit  

1 (1048) 50 N . L. R. 145 (P. C.)
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injuriam n isi qui scit se injuriam facers. Ajfectus, non eventus, distin- 
guit maleficia. The South African decisions also show that in that country 
too the courts regard animus injuriandi as essential. (See the cases 
referred to in the judgment of Gregorowski J. in Jooste v. Claassens 1 
and Laloe Janoe v. Bronkhorst )2. The law presumes that a man intends 
to produce the natural consequences of his own act. Anim us injuriandi 
being a state of mind has in the generality of cases to be inferred from 
the words and the occasion on which and the context and the circum
stances in which they are used. Voet says (Bk 47.10.20—Gane, p. 242) 
that if the language uttered was such as in itself and in its proper meaning 
to inflict an insult, the intention to do a wrong is regarded as having 
been present, and the burden of proof that a plan to wreak a wrong was 
lacking lies upon him who uttered such statements. The existence of 
animus injuriandi is presumed if the natural effect of the words, when 
used in their ordinary sense, brings about any of the above results (G . A .  
Fichardt Ltd. v. The Friend Newspapers Ltd. )3 and it is for the person 
who publishes the words to establish circumstances which rebut the 
presumption {Botha v. Brink) 4.

In dealing with the Roman-Dutch law of defamation it is advisable as 
suggested by De Villiers (48 S. A. L. J. 467) to avoid such expressions 
as “ malice” , “ express malice” , “ legal malice “  implied malice” , 
and “ actual malice ” . The expression “ malice ”  in English law has 
given rise to a great deal of misunderstanding and some of the English 
jurists, notably Pollock, have adopted the formula of absence of “  good 
faith ” , which is the expression used in section 479 of our Penal Code. 
In Roman-Dutch law for defamation to be actionable it is not necessary 
that it should have entailed special damage or actual pecuniary loss to the 
person defamed {Fradd v. Jacquelin),5. It is sufficient that his feelings 
have been injured and that the writer intends to do so. (B oyd M oss v. 
Ferguson) 6.

In our law truth by itself is not a defence to an action for defamation. 
On this point Grotius (Bk. I l l  Ch. X X X V I Section II Herbert’s trans
lation, p. 447); Groenewegen (Digest, Lit. XLVII Tit. X ) ; Van Leeuwen 
(Commentaries on Roman Dutch Law, Ch. X XX VII, Kotze’s translation, 
2nd Edn. Vol. II, p. 295 ; Censura Eorensis, Bk. V Ch. X X V ) ; and Van 
der Linden, p. 250 Juta’s translation, all take the same view. Van der 
Keessel’s opinion which is different (Van der Kcessel Select Theses 
DCCCII & DCCCIII; Lorensz’s translation, pp. 293 & 294) ; appears from 
the context to have been expressed in relation to the criminal law of 
defamation.

In defamation by spoken words if the defendant can prove that what 
he spoke is true and that they were for the public benefit or in the public 
interest he would not be condemned (Voet 47.10, s. 9) but Voet thinks

1 (1916) T. P. D. 723 at 737 et seq.
* (1918) T. P. D. 165.
3 (1916) A. D. 1 at p. 11.
4 8 Buch. 118 at 123.
6 3 Natal Law Reports 144 at 146.
8 (1876) Ramanaihan Reports (1872-1876) p. 165.
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that even truth expressed for the public benefit or in the public interest 
is no excuse in defamation published to the public in -writing (Voet 47.10, 
s. 10). But Voet’s view that even where truth is stated for the public 
good in a written defamation it is no defence has not been followed by the 
courts both here and in South Africa. We have adopted the rule that 
unless the defendant proves that the defamatory words are both true 
and for the public good he cannot succeed. The plea that defamatory 
words are true and for the public good is known as the plea of j ratification. 
The law on this point is well settled both here and in South Africa. Our 
decisions are Bastian Pulle v. D avid  H ugens, Morgan’s Digest (1833-42) 
p. 117 at 123 and 2 Thomas Institute, p. 464. Those of South Africa are 
Botha v. B r in k 1 ', D um ing v. Qu een 2 ; Patterson v . Engelenburg and 
WaUach’s  Ltd. 3 ; L yo n  v. Steyn  4.

A plea of justification is not divisible. The defendant must prove both 
elements truth and for the public good or in the public interest. I f  he 
proves truth alone and fails to prove the other element he fails altogether 
(Queen v. Shaw and F en n ell5 ; Leibenguth v. Van Straaten) ®. Even 
in the matter of proving truth partial proof is insufficient. The truth of 
all the offending words must be proved (Gane, Voet 47.10, s. 9, Vol. 7, 
p. 225). Proof o f rumour is not proof o f truth o f defamation (1938
N. P. D. 277 at 302) (Van Leeuwen Censura Forensis 1.5.25) Jooste v. 
Glaassens (1916) T. P. D. 723 (Gane, Vol. 7, p.225).

Though truth by itself is not a defence to an action for defamation it 
would in certain circumstance be relevant in the assessment of damages 
(Daniel v. Denoon  7; Leibanguth v. Van Straaten) 8. In this respect our 
civil and criminal law are the same. The first exception to the offence 
of defamation (s. 479 Penal Code) reads—

“ It is not defamation to impute anything which is true concerning 
any person, if it be for the public good that the imputation should be 
made or published. Whether or not it is for the public good is a 
question of fact. ”

So much for the plea o f justification. It is now necessary to examine 
the defence of fair comment. This plea like the plea of justification is 
not the peculiar privilege of the press. A newspaper has.no greater right 
to comment upon a public servant or officer or a person occupying.a 
public situation than has the ordinary citizen.

An essential for this defence is that the facts on which the comments 
arc based should be true and in the pubic interest or for the public good. 
The comments based on facts truly and fully stated must not come within 
the ambit of injuria verbis. I f  they do, the comments do not receive 
protection. Comment is not fair if the facts on which it is based are not

5 3 E. D. C. 323 at 327.
6 1910 T. P . D. 1203 at 1207-1203.
7 18 Natal L. R. 125.
8 (1910) T. P . D . 1203.

1 8 Buch 123.
2 (1905) T. H. 39.
3 (1917) T. P . D. 350 at 350. 
* (1931) T. P . D. 247 at 251.

2*-----J. N. B. 14070 (11/60)
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accurate (Patterson v. Engelenburg and Wallach’s Ltd.) x. Besides com' 
meats outside the stated facts cannot be regarded as negativing animus 
injuriandi as the reader cannot judge for himself on facts which are not 
stated whether the comment does not constitute an injuria. Where the 
expression of opinion depends upon nothing but the publisher’s own 
authority then the matter so expressed stands in the same position 
as an allegation of fact (Boos v. Stent <& Pretoria Printing Works Ltd.) a.
. Before I conclude this summary of the relevant law I should state that 
a person is not entitled under the guise of truth and pretence of acting 
in the public interest to rake up another’s past. In such a case a heavy 
burden lies on the defendant to show how the resurrection of the past 
serves the public interest. (Stanley v. R obinson3 and L yon  v. Steyn *.— 
Voet 47.10.9).

As the learned Judge has held that the plea of qualified privilege does 
not lie in the instant case and there has been no appeal from that decision 
it is not necessary to consider that defence.

Keeping in mind the above principles of law I shall now turn to the 
defamatory publications themselves and examine them one by one. 
The first is the publication of 5th December 1955. It reads—

“@2aJ0@O dzafada ooesigza (SsncszsfO gazadcS 000825
@2no®,co0 2 n ®i3caO g S e  Onoeodcszsi ©ooso docs g o  ogd[0d©c32sf
§)g gOo2J5D03C5® ©dcsag eeg q sf 0 © ©£>025} ©ees S q  2adsf©25f

©2aJS©D egos? 0 o8 g  gtrfzn 2adzS” .

The English version in the plaint reads—
“ The people of Kotte question as to why an assistant teacher who 

carried on a powerful campaign requesting the children of a certain 
Buddhist school in Kotte not to pay the facilites fees is enforcing the 
payment (of facilities fees) on becoming the Principal. ”

Now there is no evidence whatsoever that “  the people of Kotte ” 
raised the question referred to in the publication. The only evidence 
that any matter was the talk of Kotte is in the deposition of the defen
dant’s witness Heendeniya. He was asked in examination-in-chief— 
“  The question of those admission cards, was it the talk of Kotte ? ” , 
and he answered “ Y es” . Such a vague question and an affirmative 
answer to it do not establish.the truth of the fact stated. It does not 
prove that in December 1955 the people of Kotte were agitated over the 
past conduct of the plaintiff at all. The rumour itself is not proved. But 
even if it had been, as stated earlier, rumour is not proof of fact. The 
contents of the rumour must be proved which the defendants have failed 
to do. There is also no evidence that the plaintiff “  carried on a powerful 
campaign”  requesting the children of the Ananda Sastralaya, which is" 
the School referred to, not to pay facilities fees. The testimony of the 
witnesses Kirthisiri Ameratunga, K. Jayasekera, Wimalaweera Perera, 
and Dharmakirti whose evidence on this point the learned Judge has

i 1917 T. P . D .  at 362-363. * [1913) T. P. D. 202 at 107.
* (1909) T. P , D. 988. * (1931) T. P. D. 247 at 251.
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accepted only shows that the plaintiff requested only those persons and 
some others unnamed not to pay facilities fees. But their evidence does 
not establish that a “  powerful campaign ”  was carried on by the plaintiff. 
The witness Heendeniya’s evidence, which is hearsay, even if it is treated 
as relevant evidence, does not prove that the plaintiff was engaged in a 
campaign against the payment o f facilities fees. In answer to the 
following question: “  With regard to facilities fees you say you stopped 
paying because you were informed by your daughter that children had 
been asked not to pay facilities fees ? ”  he said “  Yes ” , and added that 
most o f the children were not paying. Again in answer to the question—  
“  It was in the middle o f 1953 that you were told not to pay fees ? ”  he 
said “  I  cannot remember. My children came and .told me not to pay, 
that others were not paying, that is all, and then I  stopped paying the 
facilities fees. ”  On the other hand Dharmakirti’s evidence shows that 
if there was a campaign against the payment of facilities fees it was he 
and not the plaintiff who carried it on. He says “  In 1953 I did not pay 
facilities fees. Mr. Costa asked me not to pay. I  know he spoke to other 
students also in my presence and asked us not to pay the fees. ”

“  Q : Did he give any reason for you not to pay the fees ?
“  A : He told us that a part o f the fees went to Mr. Alagiyawanna 

as an allowance and that we should not pay. I  paid heed to his request 
and stopped paying the facilties fees. Not only did I  not pay, but I  
went to the other students and asked them also not to pay. Plaintiff 
asked me to go and convince others also not to pay. ”

But strangely enough he says more than once that when the Senior 
School Certificate candidates were not given cards they went across 
to him and threatened to beat him up saying that he was responsible 
for their not getting the cards because he had asked them not to pay the 
facilities fees. Then, he says, “  I  asked them not to assault me. Then 
they suggested that I should help them and I joined them and went to the 
Lankadipa office first and from there to the Education Department. ”  
In examining the truth of the allegation that the plaintiff carried on a 
powerful campaign against facilities fees it is relevant to look at the 
register o f collections which has been produced in evidence by the -witness 
Ratnaike, the Registrar of the School. He says that in 1952 the School 
budgeted for Rs. 25,000 and collected Rs. 24,000 in facilities fees. In 
1953 the year o f the alleged “  powerful campaign ”  they budgeted for 
Rs. 19,000 and collected a little over Rs 19,000. The witness Kirthisiri 
Ameratunga who said that he did not pay the facilities fees in 1953 
because the plaintiff asked him not to do so has in fact paid Rs. 50 in 
September and Rs. 50 in November 1953, while in the same year 
K. Jayasekera has paid Rs. 120 in October, November and December, 
Wimalaweera Perera Rs. 120, and Heendeniya’s daughter Rs. 60. These 
figures show that these witnesses were not speaking the truth when they 
said that they and others did not pay facilities fees after July 1953 because 
.of the campaign carried on by the plaintiff. In Ameratunga’s case it would 
appear that in 1952, when it is not alleged that the plaintiff carried on a
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campaign, he had paid no facilities fees at all. The facts that the wit
nesses themselves paid their facilities fees aDd that the estimate of faci
lities fees for 1953'was exceeded, negative the statement that a powerful 
campaign was being carried on against the payment of facilities fees. 
The evidence of Weerasinghe the head master of the lower school shows 
that there was resentment on the part of the staff and the pupils 
because a'special monthly allowance of Rs. 150 was paid to Alagiyawanna 
out of those fees.

Now it is common ground that the refusal by the plaintiff to give cards 
was in November and December 1955. I f  his action was contrary to 
regulations or unwarranted or intended to harass the students, complaint 
to a competent authority such as the Director of Education or the Per
manent Secretary to the Ministry of Education in order bo obtain redress 
is a course which is justifiable; but why publish in the newspaper an 
article raking up the past, even if it were true, that the plaintiff carried on 
a powerful campaign against facilities fees two years before the publication 
and say that he is now enforcing the payment of those very fees. I  am 
unable to escape the conclusion that the writer intended to injure the 
plaintiff by doing so.

The publisher has not only failed to prove the truth of his defamatory 
statements; but he nas failed to establish that they were made in 
the public interest or for the public good. How is the public interest 
served by raking up the past ? The plaintiff’s action in enforcing the 
payment of the facilities fee by those who could afford to pay it was not 
open to objection and he was entitled to do so. I am unable to escape the 
conclusion that the writer’s intention was to injure the plaintiff. To 
my mind this publication is defamatory and the learned Judge is wrong 
in holding, that it is not.

The next publication is on 23rd December 1955. It reads—

“ esosaicf raodzg ® 2n o@ eo3 © 0  c f ^ S c  <? S a n S a f  @2533©co ĝ §@ E> 0£>g >
©0255 §03253 2^©0 @ ®  e30S3t©(^® 0£3 (q 6\ Q 6 o>oQ BdcCcj 03 ” .

£3oe3r©(^ £3i0iS 2§£>z3g3 0  2530 © i c f c ®  <pB 2§© Sz>] @ ® S  ®=e325fS
0 0  ©255©<5253 233Oo 0 g 2 5 f  @ 0@ 25 i. £fO0OO3S © «u £)0G 3 §2)0253 2§®O0 8  <5^2(33.
<Ss330325f ef2̂ 8255 '.5 @253255 £3°q)02s5 S316 ®2§8 S3{© @̂ 253 0q)®30 8<5^Qc3 ’ ’ .

The English version in the plaint reads as follows ;—
(a) “  It was when the present Principal was an assistant teacher in

the same school that the children were encouraged not to pay 
and led astray.

(b) “  The fact that black stains are sprinkled on the glory that was of
the school can be seen from the talks that go on at the (road) 
junctions here. The staff is opposed to the Principal; excepting 
one-third all the rest o f the students are opposed to him.”

The first o f the above statements is clearly a reference to the alleged 
campaign against facilities fees in 1953. I have already dealt with it. 
As stated above even if it be true that he encouraged students not to pay
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facilities fees in that year how is the public good served by publishing it 
to the world in December 1955 ?

The author o f this publication, the witness Mahindapala Boteju, was 
a pupil of the school till 1950 in which year he left the school. His state
ments are admittedly based on hearsay. This is what he says about 
them in his evidence.

"  Q. Except one statement in which you say the principal threatened 
somebody the rest of the whole o f that letter is what various 
people told you ?

A. Yes.

Q. And you have accepted the correctness of what others have told 
you ?

A. Yes.”

It is clear that the writer did not know his facts and wrote to the Press 
what he had heard from others and that the defendants published his 
communication without verifying its accuracy. The defendants have 
not proved the truth of those facts. The writer himself is unable to help 
because they are not facts within his own knowledge.

I am unable to hold that the evidence supports the finding of the 
learned Judge that this publication is true. Besides there is no proof 
that it is either in the public interest or for the public good that the past 
actions o f  the plaintiff in this respect should be raked up.

Now in regard to (5) there is no evidence “  that black stains arc sprink
led on the glory that was o f the school.”  The writer’s explanation of 
this statement is “  The black stains referred to was that during my time 
there were no such troubles in the school. At the time I was attending 
school things were not like that but today everyone has something to 
say against the school.”  I f  it is a matter o f comment the matter on 
which the comment is based is not placed before the reader in order 
that he may judge whether it is fair and is without anim us injuriandi. 
The talks that go on at the road junctions turn out when examined to be 
talks near witness Boteju’s boutique. There is also no evidence to show 
that the staff, which must be taken to mean the entire staff, was opposed 
to the plaintiff as Principal nor is there evidence that two-thirds of the 
students were opposed to him. As stated above the plea o f justification 
cannot succeed without proof that the statements are true and in the 
public interest. (7 Gane 225). That has not been done in this case.

I now come to the third publication. It was on 3rd January 1956. 
It reads—

‘ ‘ <S®33C32Sf 88qD 00 c) ©0£3 2§C33 ZS5<58©0 © a g © g © c i s i  © g js f  3^ 030030
q&2s>dl 2 a d g ® d s f  0ds)©o2y> S^noQcaoSesSOdcao 0 0  3<p3o0©ci qa!)
(Sanciag Ocs©cj2rf ®@
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“S. 3@©8°?o ®5023>d SgsoecaaSodlO S3ca ,̂ ©Sa®3255 S^cscaDSoiS 
Sdcaa, c50za0"ce3 Sqnaecao.SessS© 83, <jznO eazng©# §  eg®°eoe 
caoSoiS ©zsf. tfid - 3 .  efeSoO zrfzn © bjzsmQ S d i^ Q O  ( f e B o s i  ® o © © g  
SO 02a<3 ep2nsfg ciaadzgaQ®̂  83 zaQdizsf tfi-3  ” .

“ S ^ o a Q © (i  o o e z n  2550gq> Bq Q S oO o zS 5 ©  eaqsoo, O z a e  c ©  <SdiQ<3 
cazqjO 83 0dJzs©D2n SgDsoQcaoSeazSQdcaD, osog2a© cooei:̂  ©2saa©co02s> 
© gea S s n c a s f  a®-a5zaf ©2na0 S g zrfe cd  © $ ® 0 8 ca a f g © a g ®  Q©c£ ca. 
02ae (Ssncazrf q Do S^eoeSca ©coaOzniSgOe afQiScaOzrfzsa 3©dJS oac3 
g c a g ® d  2 a g d i g  cazrfzn deoeazsf ©zna©0 ” .

The English version in the plaint reads—

“ As a past student I know that it was the present Principal who 
made the students disobedient and act as rebels.

“  Everyone who was at the Sastralaya during the time of the Princi- 
palship of Mr. B. Wickremasinghe knows that it was the present 
Principal who set the children against the then Vice-Principal Mr Ala- 
giyawanna who is now the Principal of Sri Sumangala Vidyalaya, 
Panadura. To obstruct the work of the school, the present Principal, 
who was then an assistant teacher, induced not only the students but 
also their parents not to pay facilities fees. It is not a secret as to 
who got the students to write the anti-Alagiyawanna slogans on the 
school buildings.”

The author of this publication is the witness Kirthisri Ameratunga. 
In January 1956 he is referring to alleged happenings in 1953. Now 
is there evidence that the plaintiff made the students disobedient 
and act as rebels ? There is no evidence whatsoever of this. Amera- 
tunga’s explanation of his statement is : “  He told us not to pay the
facilities fees. He told us that a part of it is being given to Mr Alagiya- 
wanna as an allowance and that the fees are not properly used to maintain 
the school.”  As stated above the writer has paid his facilities fees for 
1953, the year in which he says the plaintiff asked him not to pay. In 
1953 the year in which he says the plaintiff made the students disobe
dient and act as rebels the collection of facilities fees exceeded the bud
geted amount. The evidence of Weerasinghe the head master of the 
lower school shows that the opposition to Alagiyawanna was not one 
engineered by the plaintiff but one that arose out of the payment of a 
special monthly allowance to him out of the facilities fees. The statement 
relating to the slogans is also raking up the past in order to expose the 
plaintiff to ridicule. Alagiyawanna himself did not know that slogans 
were written on the walls against him. But there is evidence that they 
were. Except the witnesses Ameratunga and Dharmakirti no one 
says that the plaintiff instigated their writing. The learned District 
Judge has accepted their evidence. However it is defamation to refer 
to events of the past even if true for in the instant case there appears 
to be no other object in doing so except to harm the plaintiff.
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The fourth publication is that o f 8th May 1956. It reads —

cf32S)25f<| Cfl3d5)0(3G338c329 £fl25f. QcigO.  ̂ ©25)3eS233 ©0)25)3 
S^SsecMScsiS Ô S©C32Sf 003® ©0)25) £fx.23). ®25"fg £f3»S 203SS3 8<ga)q
<̂ £33ScC23f (3©3 £ft29 6  ©2025)3 8°<0@e2rf <|>G)i25i0©0 ©25)30)12© 25)® 2&e33 
Sg3© 0)12̂ ©® 2̂ 29(3 C3©®25f e3@g6-So 003© ©tgd e3025)0 003© @025) 
J9©S. c 4&<1 0<|3S30 25)®j.z9 8«me ©£3325) ©2S)3d25)3 ©2025)3 0025f 0C325) 
<3̂ ©g29. e? ©2025)3 geoi®© ©Oi25f0® esqos efi©®S25)30 S)qo a g
ffl25)” .

The English version in the plaint reads—

Mr. N. W. de Costa, Principal, Ananda Sastralaya, Kotte.has retired 
from the post of Principal. He who has a degree in Indo-Aryan has 
retired on full pension under the regulation for retirement due to his 
inability to teach in Sinhalese. The Sinhalese book entitled ‘ Udbhida 
Vidyawa ’ is a book written by him. In a very short time he will 
be leaving for America to teach English.”

It is correct that the plaintiff had at that date retired from his post 
o f Principal. That he retired on full pension is untrue. It is not correct 
that he retired owing to his inability to teach at all in Sinhalese. The 
suggestion that a person who has a degree in Indo-Aryan is by reason 
o f that fact alone competent to teach through the medium of Sinhalese 
is not proved, nor is it proved that the plaintiff obtained his degree with 
Sinhalese as a subject. The writer confessed that he thought that an 
Honours degree in Indo-Aryan necessarily implied a knowledge o f Sin
halese and that he did not check up his facts ; but that he assumed 
that because the plaintiff had an Honours degree in Indo-Aryan he was 
competent to teach in Sinhalese.

The plaintiff was allowed to retire under the rule which permitted those 
who were not able to teach Standards VI, VII and V III in Sinhalese in 
certain approved subjects to retire. It is also not correct that the book 
“  Udbhida Vidyawa ”  was written by the plaintiff. The author of the 
book on the face of it does not claim that he wrote it in Sinhalese by 
himself. In the Preface the plaintiff thanks those who. helped him to 
write the book in Sinhalese—K. C. Weerasinghe and Sunil Wijayawick- 
rema. The witness Weerasinghe who assisted the plaintiff to ■write it 
says:—

"  He gave me the facts and I wrote them down in Sinhalese. . . .
The facts are his, the sentences are mine.................... Sometimes the
sentences were drafted in consultation with him.................. The words
he gave me but not the sentences.”

The last sentence that the plaintiff will be leaving for America to 
teach English is sarcastic and appears to be designed to hold up the 
plaintiff to ridicule.
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The last defamatory statement pleaded by the plaintiff is in the 
“  Lankadipa ”  o f 11th May 1956 and is as follows:—

jpozDzdg oaociEjogcaoSoiS 02sL QSgS. g @2ao025)o @tos» 
©»©®(325J <$<ai&iB@0 ©253o©i2Sg3 cazn zadi-efi c,£> Scgo© ©25! 90  “ 0 °2aoS*o”  
@d o g  Sea. ®g ezdetei 3d,00g33o(3©d $>25fg epcaS ©osso 8g 9 q  SoScS 
CeoScasf 29®9. “ c<^Sg 3£030”  253©rzS 303300253 cgzn’c) g2ao©2a @-e&£)Q
@C325f £f2g®2S> 23(5253 eg, 253 0253 0g33O @0025) ®g 00251 0°©@025f (§030 2§©S. 
25)§251 Sag 63®§d)-ffira Otgd ©025) 3tgo© e9o ©2sf@25f ©23@0g G325f253 ®2S)10©0
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The English rendering reads—

“  It was published in the Lankadipa that Mr N. W. de Costa, 
Principal, Ananda Sastralaya, Kotte, retired on the ground of inability 
to teach in Sinhalese. He has an external degree in Indo-Aryan of the 
University of London. The book titled ‘UDBHIDA VIDYAWA’ 
which is accepted by the Educational Publications Board is written 
by him. But it is a wonder to the people of Kotte and Horana as to 
how he retired with full pay. Though he did not go to school for 
the whole of last term he worked hard at Kotte and at Horana for a 
certain political party. Further, he issued leaflets under his name. 
It is not difficult for the Education Minister and the Finance Minister 
o f the New Government to know how he could retire during the time 
of the election though his previous attempts to retire were unsuccessful.”
I have already dealt with the suggestion that the plaintiff was able to 

teach through the medium o f  Sinhalese just because he had a degree 
in Indo-Aryan. It has not been shown by the defendants that a degree 
in Indo-Aryan in the University of London involves the passing of an 
examination in Sinhalese or that the plaintiff offered Sinhalese as a 
subject for his degree. In fact it is not proved that it necessarily follows 
that a person who has a degree in Indo-Aryan is competent to teach 
Standards VI, VII and VIII through the medium of Sinhalese. The 
evidence does not prove that—

(а) the book entitled “  Udbhida Vidyawa ”  was written by the plaintiff
in Sinhalese,

(б) it was accepted by the Educational Publications Board,
(c) he retired with full pay,
(d) he worked hard at Kotte and Horana for a certain political party.

I have already pointed out that (a) and (b) are untrue. So is (c). He 
retired on- a pension payable to him according to the School Teachers’
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Pension Rules and definitely not on “ full pay.”  The evidence in support 
o f  the truth of (d) is that of the witness Jayasekere. He says—

“  I have seen Mr. de Costa driving a wagon belonging to the U. N. P. 
at Nugegoda near the office of the U. N. P. There he had issued pam
phlets supporting Mr. Anandatissa de Alwis.

“  I  have seen the plaintiff’s car at Panadura coming along the 
Horana Road near the Junction when I was passing that place in a 
car. That car bore a poster bearing the picture o f Mr M. D. Jaya- 
wardene.”

This material does not justify the statement that the plaintiff worked 
hard for a political party at Kotte and Horana. But a statement that 
a person worked for a political party is not by itself defamatory. The 
defamation lies in the suggestion contained in the last sentence. That 
by working for the political party to which the then Minister o f Finance 
belonged he was able to retire though his previous attempts to retire 
were unsuccessful. The U. N. P. candidate for Horana who was the 
Minister of Finance at the relevant date has given evidence. His evidence 
has been accepted by the learned trial Judge. He says that the plaintiff 
did not work for him and that he did not even see him in his electorate. 
He also says that if the plaintiff was anxious to obtain his favour by 
working for him the plaintiff would have made himself prominent or even 
made it a point to be seen by him in his electorate. The witness Jaya- 
wardene’s evidence that in deciding to allow the plaintiff to retire he was 
uninfluenced by any considerations other than the merits of the case 
has been accepted, and I think rightly, by the learned trial Judge. There 
is no proof that the plaintiff resorted to any corrupt means as suggested 
by the writer in order to obtain permission to retire. The publication 
is clearly defamatory.

Now as to the question of damages—the plaintiff has not shown how 
he arrives at the figures o f Rs. 50,000/- and Rs. 60,000/- malting 
Rs. 110,000/- in all claimed by him. In the absence of such proof I  can 
only award the plaintiff a sum I consider reasonable for the harm done 
to him. I think he is entitled to the actual expenses incurred by him in 
these legal proceedings which he had to institute in order to vindicate 
his reputation and name. I also award him a sum of Rs. 5,000/- for 
the injury done to him.

SlXXETAM BY, J.----

This is the judgment of my brother Pulle and of myself.

The plaintiff Mr. N. W. de Costa was a teacher in the school called 
Ananda Sastralava at Kotte from 1934 up to April, 1955. He was 
appointed Principal in April, 1955, and retired in May, 1956, on the ground 
that he was unable to teach in Sinhalese. The first defendant company 
is the proprietor of a Sinhalese newspaper called the “  Lankadipa ” 
and the second defendant is its editor.-
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The plaintiff instituted the present action for defamation on two 
causes o f action. The first cause of action relates to the publication of—

(1) a news item in the issue o f the “  Lahkadipa ”  dated 5th December,
1955, under the heading “  Kasu Kusu ” , and

(2) two letters in the issues of the “  Lankadipa ”  on 23rd December,
1955, and 3rd January, 1956, respectively.

The news item in question (PI of 5th December, 1955) is as follows :—
“  The people of Kotte question as to why the assistant teacher who 

carried on a powerful campaign requesting the children of a certain 
Buddhist school in Kotte not to pay facilities fees is enforcing the 
payment (of facilities fees) on becoming the Principal.”

The letter published on 23rd December, 1955, is from one Mahindapala 
Boteju (P2) but the complaint is only in respect of the following passages 
contained therein:—

(a) “  It was when the present Principal was an assistant teacher in
the same school that the children were encouraged not to pay 
and led astray.”

(b) “  The fact that black stains are sprinkled on the glory that was
of the school can be seen from the talks that go on at the (road) 
junctions here. The staff is opposed to the Principal; excepting 
one third, all the rest of the students are opposed to him.”

The letter of 3rd January, 1956, (P3) is written by one Kirtisiri Amera- 
tunga and the passage complained of in the letter is as follows :—

“ As a past student I know that it was the present Principal who 
made the students disobedient and act as rebels. Everyone who 
was at the Sastralaya during the time of the Principalship of 
Mr. S. Wickremasinghe knows that it was the present Principal who 
set the children against the then Vice-Principal, Mr. Alagiyawanna, 
who is now the Principal of Sri Sumangala Vxdyalaya, Panadura.”

“  To obstruct the work of the school the present Principal who was 
then an assistant teacher induced not only the students but also their 
parents not to pay facilities fees. It is not a secret as to who got the 
students to write the anti-Alagiyawanna slogans on the school 
buildings.”

The plaintiff pleaded that these statements involved the following 
innuendos:—

(1) that the plaintiff when an assistant teacher misused his position
as teacner by inciting the students and their parents not to pay 
facilities fees and that in so doing he was actuated by unworthy 
and dishonest motives;

(2) that the plaintiff secured his appointment as Principal by these
unfair and unworthy methods ;

(3) that the plaintiff was directly responsible for the students of the
said school becoming disobedient. and rebellious;
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(4) that the plaintiff by these actions had forfeited the confidence
of the people of Kotte, his own staff and pupils, and was, there
fore, not a fit and proper person to be either a teacher or a 
Principal; and

(5) that the plaintiff by his actions has brought dishonour on the name
of tne school.

On this cause of action the plaintiff claimed a sum of Rs 50,000/ .
The second cause of action refers to certain publications appearing 

in the same newspaper after the plaintiff had retired from the post of 
Principal.

The first of these publications appeared in the “  Lankadipa ”  of 8th 
May, 1956, as a news item. It is as follows :—

“  Mr. N. W. de Costa, Principal, Ananda Sastralaya, Kotte, has 
retired from the post of Principal. He who has a degree in Indo- 
Aryan has retired on full pension under the regulations for retirement 
due to his inability to teach in Sinhalese. The Sinhalese book titled 
“  Udbhida Vidyawa ”  is a book written by him. In a short time 
he will be leaving for America to teach English. ”

The second publication is a letter written by one K . Jayasekera and 
published in the issue of the ‘ ‘ Lankadipa ”  o f 11th May, 1956. The 
passages complained o f are as follows :—

“  It was published in the Lankadipa that Mr. N. W. de Costa, 
Principal, Ananda Sastralaya, Kotte, retired on the ground of inability 
to teach in Sinhalese. He has an external degree in Indo-Aryan of 
the University of London. The book titled “  Udbhida Vidyawa ”  
which is accepted by the Education Publications Board is written 
by him. But it is a wonder to the people of Kotte and Horana as to 
how he retired with full pay. Though he did not go to school for the 
whole o f last term, he worked hard at Kotte and at Horana for a certain 
political party. Further, he issued leaflets under his name. It is 
not difficult for the Education Minister and tne Finance Minister of 
the new Government to know how he could retire during the time 
of the election though his previous attempts to retire were 
unsuccessful ” .

The innuendo pleaded in respect of these publications is as follows :— 
“  The plaintiff although well qualified in Sinhalese had by falsely 

pretending he could not teach in Sinhalese and by employing other 
corrupt means obtained the permission of the Government to retire 
from the teaching service. ”

On the second cause of action the plaintiff claimed a sum of Rs. 60,000/-.
The defendants in their answer admitted the publications but stated 

that the facts referred to in the publications were substantially true 
and that the comments were fair and that their publication was in tho 
public interest. The parties went to trial on the issues of justification
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and fair comment. At the conclusion of the case the learned Judge 
held with the defendants in regard to their pleas and dismissed the 
plaintiff’ s action with costs. Against this finding the plaintiff has 
appealed.

In regard to factual matters in controversy between the parties the 
learned trial Judge has come to very strong findings against the plaintiff 
and we do not see how we can in any way disturb them by holding that 
they were either unreasonable or not supported by the evidence. The 
plaintiff, however, contended that some of the findings were Wrong and 
that in law the Judge had misdirected himself. No satisfactory grounds, 
in our opinion, exist for reversing the findings of the Judge on the facts.

In his judgment the trial Judge found that the passages complained o f 
carried the innuendos attributed to them. This is a matter of inference 
from established facts and in regard to that we as a Court of Appeal are 
in as good a position as the Trial Court to come to a conclusion. The 
plaintiff in support of his case first called only one witness, Dr. Adikaram, 
presumably to prove the innuendos in the publications. His counsel then 
closed his case leaving it to the defendant, as he well might, the burden 
of establishing the pleas set out in the answer. The plaintiff himself, it 
may be noted, was not called into the witness box until after the defen
dant’s case had been closed and evidence in rebuttal permitted to be led, 
and even then only after all his other witnesses bar one had given evidence. 
This is a circumstance which reduces the value to be placed on his evidence 
to a considerable extent having regard to the fact that he heard what his 
witnesses said thus enabling him to adjust his own evidence to bring it 
into line with what he had heard.

The learned Judge held that all the innuendos pleaded by the plaintiff 
had been established. We find ourselves in agreement with him except 
in regard to the second innuendo pleaded under the first cause of action 
and the innuendo which is the basis of the second cause of action.

In regard to the first cause of action, there is nothing in the passages 
which suggests to the average reader that the plaintiff secured his appoint
ment as Principal by inducing students not to pay facilities fees. In 
the second cause of action, while the passages themselves convey to the 
minds of the reader the suggestion that the plaintiff retired by falsely 
pretending that he could not teach in Sinhalese though v/ell qualified in 
that language, it does not necessarily suggest that corrupt means were 
employed in obtaining permission to retire. Indeed, these passages 
were put by the plaintiff to Dr. Adikaram, the plaintiff’s chief witness, 
who was then the Manager of the School and fully conversant with the 
relevant facts and circumstances—much more than the average reader— 
and Dr. Adikaram was asked what impression they created on him. 
Referring to the publications relating to the facilities fees, Dr. Adikaram 
stated that to him these passages conveyed the impression “  that when 
he (plaintiff) was an assistant teacher he was against the Principal and 
asked the boys not to pay facilities fees and that now he is doing the 
very same thing he asked them not to do ” . Dr. Adikaram is not quits
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correct when he says “  against the Principal presumably he meant 
“  Vice-Principal ” —The letter P3 refers to animosity to the Vice-Principal. 
We agree with Dr. Adikaram. There is nothing in PI, P2 or P3 to sug
gest that plaintiff secured his appointment by “  these unfair and unworthy 
methods ’ ’ .

In regard to the innuendos pleaded in respect of the second cause of 
action, Dr. Adikaram stated that the impression created on him by these 
publications was that Mr. Costa though good in his Sinhalese yet wanted 
to retire on the ground that he could not teach in Sinhalese and that by 
working for some political candidate he obtained permission to retire. 
These publicatons do not suggest corruption as such unless it be limited 
to the fact that plaintiff was able to retire by working for a “  certain 
political party ” .

In order to constitute defamation under the Roman Dutch Law' it 
must be established that there existed in the mind of the defendant 
what Roman-Dutch jurists call the animus in ju rian di;  but where the 
words are either per se defamatory or shown to have the defamatory 
meaning attributed to them in the innuendo, the animus injuriandi 
is presumed and it is for the defendant in such a case to exonerate him
self by establishing circumstances which rebut the presumption.

Nathan in his work “  The Law of Defamation in South Africa ”  states 
at page 87 :—

“  A classic passage on the subject is contained in Voet’s Commen
taries. ‘With regard to the person alleged to have committed an 
injuria (here defamation), the fact that he had entertained no anim us 
injuriandi is a good ground for his not being held liable in actio inju- 
riarum. The fact that such intention was absent is to be gathered 
from the circumstance of each particular case ; for an intention of this 
kind has its seat in the mind, and in case o f doubt its existence should 
not be presumed ; moreover, it cannot reveal itself or be proved other
wise than by taking into account the nature of the occurrence. . . . 
On this ground, if certain wrords which have been uttered are ambiguous 
and susceptible of a tv'ofold meaning, then, in case of doubt, they 
should be interpreted in the more favourable sense ; since one should 
not presume a delict to exist as long as it is possible to suppose the 
contrary. But if a person uses expressions of such a nature that in 
themselves and in their proper significance they convey a defamatory 
meaning (insult) the intention to injure (anim us injuriandi) is con
sidered to have been present, and the burden o f proving that no such 
intention existed lies upon the person who has used such expressions. ”

In the case of Associated N ew spapers o f Ceylon, Ltd. v. C . H . Gunaselcera1 
acting Chief Justice Nagalingam after referring to certain extracts from 
De Villiers’ commentary on Voet, Book 47 Title -10 section 1 page 27, 
and to Maasdorp stated:—

" The authorities, therefore, establish that where a man publishes 
words concerning another, not necessarily udth an express intent to

• 1 (1052) 53 N. L . R. 1S1.
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cause hurt or injury to him hut without knowledge of the truth of the 
statements, and reckless whether they be true or false, if the conse
quence of the publication be in fact to injure the person defamed in 
his person, dignity or reputation, “  animus injuriandi ”  is made out. ”

It will thus be seen that the mere absence of an express intention to 
injure is per se no defence and is not sufficient to displace the presumption 
of malice. Tothill v. Foster1 and Associated Newspapers o f Ceylon, Ltd., 
v. C . 3 .  Gunasekera (supra). The same view is expressed by Nathan in 
the work already cited, at page 97.

It is, however, recognised that certain defences well known to the 
English Common Law will, if established, have the effect of negativing 
the existence of animus injuriandi, for instance, pleas of justification, 
privilege and fair comment.

The Privy Council in Perera v. P eiris2 laid down the law applicable to 
Ceylon in the following terms:—

“  In Roman-Dutch Law animus injuriandi is an essential element in 
proceedings for defamation. When words used are defamatory of the 
complainant the burden of negativing animus injuriandi rests upon the 
defendant. The course of development of the Roman-Dutch Law 
in Ceylon has particularly been to recognise as defences those matters 
which under the inapt name of privilege and the apt name of fair 
comment have in the course of the history of the common law come to be 
recognised as affording defences to proceedings for defamation. But 
it must be emphasized that those defences, or more accurately the 
principles which underlie them, find their technical setting in Roman- 
Dutch law as matters relevant to negativing animus injuriandi. In 
that setting they are perhaps capable of a wider scope than that 
accorded by the common law. Decisions under the common law are 

. indeed of the greatest value in exemplifying the principles but do 
not necessarily mark out rules under the Roman-Dutch law. ”

Perera v. Peiris (supra) was an action brought by Dr. M. G. Perera 
against the proprietors and publishers of “  The Ceylon Daily News ”  
claiming damages on the ground that the defendants had published in 
their paper extracts from a report containing statements defamatory of 
the plaintiff issued by a Bribery Commissioner who had been empowered 
by statute to investigate bribery among members of the State Council. 
The Commissioner had in due course made his report to the Governor 
who had caused the report to be published in a Sessional Paper.

In the course of argument it was contended that the publication was 
merely a fair report of judicial proceedings or of proceedings in the 
nature of judicial proceedings. Lord Uthwatt who delivered the 
opinion of the Privy Council stated:—

“  . . . . much time might be spent in an inquiry whether the
proceedings before the Commissioner fell within one or the other of 
these categories. Their Lordships do not propose to enter upon 

11925 T. P . D. 863. * (1948) 50 N. L. E. 145 at p. 158.
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that inquiry. They prefer to relate their conclusions to the -wide 
general principle which underlies the defence of privilege in all its 
aspects rather than to debate the question whether the case falls 
within some specific category. ”

“  The wide general principle was stated by their Lordships in 
M ackintosh v. D u n1 to he the ‘common convenience and welfare of 
society’ or ‘the general interest of society’ . . . . ”

“  In the case of reports of judicial and parliamentary proceedings 
the basis of privilege is not the circumstance that the proceedings 
reported are judicial or parliamentary—viewed as isolated facts—hut 
that it is in the public interest that all such proceedings should be 
fairly reported. ”

Dealing with reports of proceedings of other bodies their Lordships 
continued :—

“ I f  it appears that it is in the public interest that a particular report 
should be published privilege will attach. I f  malice in the publication 
is not present and public interest is served by the publication the 
publication must be taken for the purpose of Roman-Dutch Law as 
being in truth directed to serve that interest. A n im u s injuriandi 
is negatived. ”

Their Lordships, assuming that the statements of the appellant’s 
conduct as a witness which formed the basis o f the plaintiff’s claim 
did not accord with the facts, nevertheless, proceeded to hold that it 
was in the public interest to publish the report, and that, therefore, there 
was no animus injuriandi. In the circumstances they advised His 
Majesty that the appellant’s appeal should be dismissed. Referring to 
this case, acting Chief Justice Nagalingam in Associated N ew spapers of 
Ceylon, Ltd ., v. C . H . Gunasekera {supra) observed:—

“  It is true that the judgment is very much in advance of the views 
held previously but, nevertheless, though not necessarily one of the 
express forms of qualified privileges as understood prior thereto had to 
be made out ” .

The effect of the Privy Council decision, therefore, is that under the 
Roman Dutch Law as it exists in Ceylon today it is necessary for a plain
tiff to establish animus injuriandi on the part of the defendant and in 
cases where it is shown or presumed to exist it is open to the defendant 
to negative it by showing that one of the clearly established defences to 
an action for defamation under the English Common Law is available 
to the defendant or that the occasion was a privileged occasion by reason 
of the fact that the publication was fo r ' common convenience and welfare 
of the society ” .

Justification as such was recognised even by the earlier Roman-Dutch 
jurists as a defence which negatived animus injuriandi, provided also that 
the publication was in the public interest. This was first laid down

1 1908 A . C. 390.
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in. South Africa in the -case of Botha v. Brink 1. In his appendix to 
Chapter 14 of his book on the Law of Defamation Nathan collects the 
authorities in support of the principle. He refers to passages from all 
the leading Roman-Dutch jurists. It is not necessary to repeat them 
here though many o f them were cited in the course of the argument. The 
defence of fair and bona fide comment was unknown to the early Roman- 
Dutch jurists and is something which developed with the passage of time. 
It has, however, been fully debated in South Africa and in Ceylon 
and is now accepted as a defence on the ground that it negatives the 
existence of animus injuriandi— Van Cuylenherg v. Chopper2. To 
succeed in a defence of fair and bona fide comment it is necessary for the 
defendant in the first instance to establish the truth o f the facts on which 
the comment is based and then to show that the comment based upon 
those facts is fair and bona fide ; it must also be shown that the comment 
was on a matter of public interest. These are the principles governing 
the defence o f fair comment which have been fully developed under the 
English Law and have been adopted by the Courts in Ceylon and South 
Africa.

We propose now to analyse the libellous publications and to separate 
the statements o f fact from statements which are merely comment. It 
may here be mentioned that the plaintiff who argued his own appeal 
submitted that from his point o f view it was of the utmost importance 
that findings of fact by the trial Judge which involved the rejection of 
his evidence should be reversed.

In regard to the first cause o f action, the facts which the defendant must 
establish are:—

1. that the plaintiff carried on a powerful campaign requesting
students and their parents not to pay facilities fees ;

2. that at that time he was an assistant teacher ;
3. that on becoming Principal, he enforced the payment of facilities

fees;
4. that the plaintiff set up the children against the Vice-Principal

Mr. Alagiyawanna; and
5. that the plaintiff got students to write anti-Alagiyawanna slogans

on ihe school buildings.

The other statements contained in PI, P2 and P3, it seems to us, are 
comments which are unobjectable.

In regard to the second cause of action, the facts which the defendant 
must establish are :—

1. that Mr. Costa retired from the post of Principal due to his alleged
inability to teach in Sinhalese;

2. that he had a degree in Indo-Aryan;
3. that he wrote the Sinhalese book entitled “  Udbhida Vidyawa

1 1878 Buchanan's Repts. 118. ' a (1909) 12 N. L. R. 225.
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4 . that the plaintiff did not go to school for the whole of the previous
term, namely, January, February and March, 1956;

5. that instead he worked hard at Kotte and Horana for a certain
political party;

6. that he issued leaflets in connection with his political work under
his name;

7. that he retired under the regulations with full pension during
the time of the election, and

8. that previous attempts at retirement failed.

The other statements appear to be mere comment and also unobjectable.

At the stage of framing issues, learned Counsel for the defendant did 
not seek to separate the facts from comment and to have issues framed 
on that basis; instead he framed issues on many matters wliich really 
were matters of evidence, and then framed composite issues 31, 32 and 
33 to cover all his defences. This procedure is unsatisfactory but no 
objection was taken to it at that time by learned Counsel for the plaintiff 
and the trial Judge proceeded to deal with the issues on the basis that 
the questions for determination were whether the statements o f fact 
contained in the several publications were true and if  so, whether the 
comments thereon were fair.

In regard to the facts relevant to the first cause of action which we 
have earlier set out the learned trial Judge has found in favour o f the 
defendants. There is no dispute in regard to items 2 and 3 which are 
admitted by the plaintiff. In regard to (1), (4) and (5) plaintiff denied 
that he carried on any campaign to prevent students from paying faci
lities fees and that he was in any way responsible for the anti-Alagiyawanna 
slogans which undoubtedly did appear on the school buildings.

The Alagiyawanna incident arose as a result of the appointment o f 
Mr. K. L. V. Alagiyawanna on 30th June, 1953, as Vice-Principal o f the 
Ananda Sastralaya by letter D4 with effect from 1st July, 1953, a post 
which the then Manager of the B. T. S. Schools, Mr. P. de S. Kularatne, 
created for the first time. Mr. Alagiyawanna was requested to act 
for the Principal, Mr. Wickremasinghe, who was ill and on 1st July, 1953, 
Mr. P. de S. Kularatne -went with Mr. Alagiyawanna to instal him in his 
new office. The plaintiff, who was vehemently opposed to the- appoint
ment and had earlier seen Mr. Alagiyawanna and tried to dissuade him 
from accepting this post, adopted an attitude which no Manager of a 
school would tolerate from an acting Principal—plaintiff was then acting— 
and virtually turned Mr. Kularatne and Mr. Alagiyawanna out of his 
office. The learned trial Judge has accepted the evidence of Mr. Ku
laratne and Mr. Alagiyawanna on the details o f this incident and has 
recorded his impressions and opinion of Mr. Alagiyawanna as a “  sincere
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and honest man” . The plaintiff’s explanation of this incident •which the 
learned Judge did not accept was that he merely closed the doors of his 
office after Messrs. Kularatne and Alagiyawanna came in with the object 
of preventing those outside from seeing what was happening and touched 
Mr. Kularatne’s arm to show him by which door he should go as Mr. 
Kularatne was making his way to the door at the back o f the office. 
Mr. Kularatne and Mr. Alagiyawanna have both stated that plaintiff in 
the course of that interview pulled out a ruler from his drawer and acted 
in a way which created in their minds the impression that even violence 
might be used. The plaintiff does not remember this. The sequel to 
this was that the plaintiff had to apologize to Mr. Kularatne and to sign 
a written apology which the B. T. S. directed him to circulate to the 
staff. He says he did not do so, but the Principal Mr. Wickremasinghe 
circulated it. Nevertheless, plaintiff did not think these steps taken by 
the B. T. S. as amounting to punishment though he admits that punish
ment of a much more severe nature would have been imposed had Mr. 
Kularatne not been willing to accept the apology.

Now much of the difficulty that arose in consequence of Mr. Alagi- 
yawanna’s appointment can be traced to the fact that he was a nominee 
of Mr. Kularatne while plaintiff received the support of Dr. Adikaram 
who succeeded Mr. Kularatne as Manager of Buddhist Schools in 1954 
and who was at all times opposed not only to the principles and policies 
of Mr. Kularatne but also to the man himself. Dr. Adikaram admits 
that he had tried to persuade Mr. Alagiyawanna not to take the post 
but without success. Shortly after Mr. Alagiyawanna took up duties—  
an event which occurred only after the permanent Principal resumed, 
duties—there appeared on the walls of the school anti-Alagiyawanna. 
slogans. The evidence shows that for about two days these slogans, 
were painted but subsequently they were written with chalk and charcoaL 
On this point there is the positive evidence of Kirtisiri Ameratunge 
and Dharmakirti, both senior students of the school, according to whom 
the plaintiff gave Dharmakirti the tins of paint with which to paint 
the slogans in pursuance of which Dharmakirti himself painted some. 
The learned Judge has accepted their evidence as well as the evidence 
of two other students, namely, Wimalaweera Perera and K. Jayasekera* 
in preference to that of the plaintiff. One has only to peruse the record
ed evidence of the plaintiff and observe the way in which he answered, 
questions to appreciate the reason for the Judge’s preference. In regard 
to the question of facilities fees and the part played by plaintiff in per
suading students not to pay, the evidence of the four students men
tioned has been accepted by the learned District Judge. It will thus 
be seen that the defendants have satisfactorily established the truth o f  
the allegations contained in the news item PI, and the letters P2 and P3.. 
In regard to PI, it was contended that no evidence was led to show that- 
the "people of K otte”  were interested in the question of facilities fees, 
and that even if a “  campaign ”  was being carried on it was not a “  power
ful ”  campaign. In regard to the first of these arguments there is the
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positive evidence of Don Edwin Heendeniya, a parent o f a girl attending 
the school and a resident of Kotte whose daughter Sita had been refused 
an “  admission card ”  by plaintiff to sit for her S. S. C. examination 
because she had failed to pay facilities fees, to the effect that the ques
tion of these admission cards was the “  talk of Kotte With regard 
to the word “  powerful ”  that itself is a relative term and even if there 
was an element of exaggeration in it one cannot say that the use of the 
word in any way added to the “  sting ”  of the libel. As Wessels J. A. 
observed in Johnson v. Rand D a ily  M a ils  Lim ited ,2

“  The fact that there is some exaggeration in the language used does 
not deprive a plea of justification of its effect. The test is Avhether 
the exaggeration leaves a wrong impression on the reader’s mind 
to the detriment of the plaintiff” .

In the same case Stratford A. J. observed:—

“  It is difficult to measure degree when expressed by epithets ” .

With reference to the letter P2, we agree with the learned Judge that 
the sentence “  the fact that black stains are sprinkled on the glory that 
was of the school can be seen from the talks that go on at the road junc
tions here ”  is merely a comment and must not be taken too literally. 
Comment is often to be recognised and distinguished from allegations o f 
fact by the use of a metaphor. Referring to the words “  the staff is 
opposed to the Principal; except one third all the rest of the students 
are opposed to him ”  contained in the letter P2 the learned Judge held 
that the facts are true though the mathematical proportion is incorrect. 
Be that as it may, it seems to us that even if the facts in the passage 
quoted are incorrect the words are not defamatory and in any event it is 
not necessary to justify every word o f the libel. In Edwards v. B ell2 
the defendants alleged in their Newspaper that a serious misunderstanding 
had taken place amongst the independent dissenters o f Great Marlow 
and their pastor in consequence o f some personal invectives uttered from 
the pulpit against a young lady and that “  the matter was to be taken up 
seriously ” . It was held that proof o f the fact that personal invectives 
were thrown out from the pulpit was sufficient to establish justification : 
Park, J. observed "  the statement that the matter was to be taken 
up seriously, though part o f the publication complained of, can scarcely 
be termed libellous ” .

The facts referred to in Kirtisiri Ameratunge’s letter P3 have been 
justified in full and as the learned Judge observed the last sentence is 
more in the nature of a comment based on a reasonable inference from the 
surrounding circumstances and has actually been also established by 
positive evidence.

1 192S A . D. 190 at 200. Referred to in Nathan, Page 202.
- (1S24) 1 Bing. 403 130 E. R. 162.
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We shall now deal with the second cause of action. In regard to the 
facts which we have enumerated and which the defendants had to prove to 
succeed on the plea of justification, 1, 2, 4 and 8 were practically admitted 
by the plaintiff in the course o f his evidence. In regard to the honours 
degree in Indo-Aryan it was suggested on behalf of the plaintiff that 
the average reader would assume that he offered Sinhalese also as a subject 
in order to obtain that qualification. In spite of what the writer o f 
the letter, Jayasekera, had to say, we do not think so ; but we do agree 
that the average reader would assume that the possession of such a 
degree would considerably assist the holder in teaching Sinhalese. Even 
Dr. Adikaram, whose sympathies were undoubtedly with the plaintiff, 
did not say in his examination by plaintiff’s counsel that the possession 
of a degree in Indo-Aryan connotes that the holder had obtained it 
by offering Sinhalese also as a subject. Referring to the letter P4 the 
examination of Dr. Adikaram proceeded as follows:—

Q. Does it refer to his degree in Indo-Aryan language ?

A. Yes.

Q. What is the suggestion there ?

A. That one who has a degree in Indo-Aryan should be able to teach 
Sinhalese but he is deceiving someone.

Dr. Adikaram admits that Sanskrit and Pali which plaintiff offered for 
his Indo-Aryan degree are the root languages of Sinhalese. That being 
so, knowledge of these languages would be a great asset to a teacher in 
Sinhalese. In any event the publications complained of do not state 
that the plaintiff offered Sinhalese as a subject for his Indo-Aryan degree 
and the truth of the statement that plaintiff possesses an Indo-Aryan 
degree is admitted by him. Plaintiff himself was not prepared to say 
that obtaining the degree would in no way be helpful in teaching 
Sinhalese. Despite a leading question his examination in chief proceeded 
as follows:—

Q. The Indo-Aryan degree does not help you to teach Sinhalese to 
anybody at all ?

A. I do not know whether it has.

Counsel was not satisfied with his client’s answer and the question was 
repeated:

Q. Does an honours degree in Indo-Aryan help you in any way to 
teach pupils in Sinhalese ?

A. I  do not think.

Even then the answer was not a categorical “  no ” .
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In support of the contention that plaintiff is able to teach in Sinhalese 
reference is made in these articles to a text book in Botany entitled 
“  Udbhida Vidyawa ”  written in Sinhalese. Plaintiff while admitting 
that he was the author of the book denies that he wrote it in Sinhalese. 
Indeed in his examination in chief all he said was that the preface which 
he read in Sinhalese was by him and that the two persons to whom he 
gave thanks helped him to write it. He added that he was competent 
to write a book on Botany but not in Sinhalese. Weerasinghe who 
helped him to write the book stated that the rough manuscript was 
taken down by him at plaintiff’s dictation almost verbatim and then 
touched up. According to Weerasinghe the rough notes were substan
tially in plaintiff’s words but he denies this. P17 is the second copy 
that was made. Weerasinghe passed only his Senior in Sinhalese while 
the plaintiff qualified in Sinhalese in the Matriculation which according 
to both Dr. Adikaram and Mr. Kularatne is o f a higher standard. I f  
one were to accept the representations plaintiff made to the Director o f  
Education in regard to this book it would appear from the document 
P9 that he told the Director that he prepared the book in English and it 
was translated into Sinhalese by Weerasinghe and Wijewickrema. Plain
tiff denies that he made any such representation and that he was probably 
misunderstood. It is difficult to. reconcile these different versions with 
each other and one can only conclude that the book was in fact written 
in Sinhalese by plaintiff with the help of the two gentlemen mentioned 
in the preface. In any event any person who sees the book and reads 
its preface would be justified in drawing the inference that it was written 
by plaintiff. The learned Judge though he does not expressly hold that 
the book was written in Sinhalese by plaintiff finds that the statement 
in letter P5 to that effect is substantially true and that the only erroneous 
statement is the reference to the fact that it was approved by the Edu
cation Publications Board. Jayasekera who wrote Po states that the 
advertisements by Gunasena & Co. offering the book for sale stated that 
it was approved by the Publications Board. Plaintiff denies it but 
Dr. Adikaram in his evidence states that the book (D32) is used as a 
text book in several schools and that only books approved by the 
Publications Board can be so used. It seems to us, therefore, that this 
statement too is not erroneous; but even if it were, it does not affect 
the plea of justification as it is an innocuous statement which does not 
affect the main question as to who wrote the book in the language in which 
it was presented to the public.

In support of the statement that plaintiff could teach in Sinhalese 
there were produced an election pamphlet P14 admittedly written by 
him and D40 a book entitled “  Pada Lamaya ”  which is a translation 
in Sinhalese verse of a Pali text and was published- by plaintiff according 
to Samarakoon, a co-teacher. Plaintiff denied this, although he admitted 
that the author’s address as given in the book is the same as his. There 
is, furthermore, the oral evidence o f Samarakoon that plaintiff used 
to compose Sinhalese verses which he recited over the Radio, and trained
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three girls to sing on the occasion of his sister’s wedding verses in Sin
halese which he composed. It is also significant that throughout his 
efforts to retire on the ground that he could not teach in Sinhalese the 
plaintiff concealed the fact that he passed the London Matriculation 
in Sinhalese which was calculated to create the wrong impression that 
he passed in Sinhalese only in the S. S. C., and that too at the second 
attempt, vide D17 ; actually, though he failed the entire examination 
in his first attempt, he passed in Sinhalese.

With regard to items 5 and 6 the learned trial Judge has accepted the 
evidence of Jayasekera that just prior to the elections Costa was seen 
at Nugegoda driving a vehicle “  belonging ”  to the U. N. P. and at 
Panadura, on the Horana Road driving a car carrying the poster of 
Mr. M. D. H. Jayawardene, the U. N. P. Candidate. At about this 
time was distributed the pamphlet P14 the authorship of which is ad
mitted by defendant and D24 which the learned Judge erroneously 
thought had not been proved. ' D24 is an election pamphlet addressed 
to the people of Kotte to vote for the ‘ ‘ Elephant ” , which was the U. N. P. 
symbol, and not for the “  Key ”  which was the symbol of the L. S. S. P. 
The impression formed in the Judge’s mind in regard to this document 
D24 was probably due to the fact that when D24 was put to Dr. Adikaram 
in cross-examination Mr. Wickremanayake who appeared for the plain
tiff objected, unless it was proved and Mr. Thiagalingam who appeared 
for the defendants said he would prove it by calling the plaintiff. Mr. 
Wickremanayake then denied the authorship of D24 and stated that 
he had in his possession another pamphlet which was the correct one. 
What the learned Judge apparently lost sight of was that when plaintiff 
was in the box, D24 was put to him and he admitted authorship. It 
was the last question put to him when he was under cross-examination 
on the 1st April, 1957. At one stage in the course of the argument before 
us it was suggested that this admission may have been a mistake in 
recording, but one has to accept the accuracy of the record especially 
as it is customary for mistakes in the recorded evidence to be corrected 
on a subsequent date, as has happened in this case itself in respect of other 
matters. This item of evidence was never sought to be corrected and, 
so far as the Appeal Court is concerned, it must be taken that the 
plaintiff admitted the authorship of D24 in his evidence.

In regard to items 7 & 8 the learned Judge has dealt with the question 
o f plaintiff’s retirement in detail and it is unnecessary to go over the 
same ground. The established facts are that the plaintiff, who had 
gone to America to study School administration on a Smith Mundt 
Scholarship, was opposed to the Swabasha policy of the Government 
and sought unsuccessfully twice to retire under the rules framed to give 
teachers who were unable to teach in Sinhalese an opportunity to retire 
with pension. Under the regulations a teacher has in the first instance 
to apply to the Director of Education for permission to retire and, if the 
Director refuses, he is given the right of appeal to the Minister of Finance.
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This right has to be exercised within one month o f the Director’s refusal. 
The plaintiff had on both occasions also appealed to the Minister un
successfully. Then occurred the unexpected dissolution o f Parliament 
followed by new elections. The plaintiff was seen working for the
U. N. P. at Kotte and supporting the Finance Minister o f the U. N. P. 
Government, Mr. M. D. H. Jayawardene, at Horana. The U. N. P. 
was defeated at the polls and Mr. Jayawardene lost his seat but till the 
new Government was formed he continued under the provisions o f the 
Constitution to exercise Ministerial functions. It was during this period, 
although the time within which under the regulations appeals should 
be forwarded had elapsed, that the plaintiff successfully appealed to the 
outgoing Finance Minister and secured permission to retire. It was in 
these circumstances as found by the learned Judge that P4 and P5 came 
to be published.

It was contended that there were misstatements o f facts in both P4 
and Po which would render the pleas of justification and fair comment 
untenable. It was pointed out that P4 refers to retirement on “  full 
pension ”  and Po to retirement on “  full pay ”  neither of which is correct. 
We do not think it can be seriously urged that any reader would infer 
therefrom that the plaintiff was allowed to retire with the full pay which 
he drew at the time, as opposed to pension which he was entitled to 
draw on retirement, nor can it be urged that the plaintiff was permitted 
to retire on the basis that he had by service earned the right to draw the 
maximum pension a public officer could draw under the pension regula
tions. As the Judge himself observes, what any reader would infer is 
that under the regulations the plaintiff was permitted to retire drawing 
the maximum amount of pension his period o f service would have en
titled him to draw and not the maximum he might have qualified for 
had he served the full period o f 35 years.

In any event these inaccuracies do not add to the sting of the alleged 
libel. The statement in P4 that plaintiff would shortly be going to
America to teach English though incdrroct is not altogether unwarranted__
there is evidence that at the time plaintiff was endeavouring to go to 
America with the assistance o f the American Embassy and he himself 
says that his visit to America on the Smith Mundt Scholarship was with 
a view to eventually working in the Education Department in the United 
States. These misstatements are harmless by themselves and do not 
directly or by innuendo bring discredit on the plaintiff. In this connec
tion it must be borne in mind that when a passage is capable of two 
meanings and is ambiguous that meaning which favours the defendant 
should be adopted. The presumption is in favour of the innocent use of 
words, so that words which are not in themselves defamatory will bo
regarded as uttered in a non-defamatory sense. De Villiers Voet p. 1S9__
quoted by Nathan at p.87—see also Voet, Vol. 7 Title IV Section 20 
(Gane’s translation p. 241).
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. In the letter P5 Jayasekera makes the following statement:—

“  It is not difficult for the Education Minister and Finance Minister 
o f the new Government to inquire how he could retire during the time 
of the elections though his previous endeavours to retire were unsuc
cessful

This passage it was contended carried with it the imputation that 
plaintiff by corrupt means obtained permission to retire. As stated 
before, it certainly suggests that by improper means he was able to 
retire but the allegation, obviously, is mainly directed against the re
tiring Finance Minister. This passage in P5 is undoubtedly a comment, 
and what are the facts on which it is based ? First there are the facts 
which are intended to show that plaintiff was sufficiently learned in 
Sinhalese to teach in that language, secondly, that all his previous ap
plications to retire on the ground of inability to teach in Sinhalese were 
refused, thirdly, that he worked during the elections for the U. N. P. 
and issued leaflets in support of that party and, fourthly, that dining, 
the time o f elections he was allowed to retire by the outgoing Minister 
for whom he had worked and who had previously refused all his appeals. 
These must be considered also in the light of the facts then well known 
to  every newspaper reader, namely, that many U. N. P. candidates were 
defeated at the polls and a new Government was being formed with a new 
Finance Minister. In these circumstances is it not a reasonable inference 
for any fair minded person to suspect that something improper had taken 
place which resulted in the same Minister allowing an application which 
previously he had refused more than once ? The learned Judge has 
held that the outgoing Minister was not guilty of any mala fides and 
that he was guided in this instance solely by the recommendation of his 
advisers whose action the Minister admits was wrong. The fact that 
the Minister had been erroneously advised was, however, not known 
to the writer or the general public. The law as it stands today is that 
where the facts truly stated warrant an inference of evil motive, even 
though in fact no evil motive exists, the defence of fair comment is 
available. In our opinion, the facts of this case as stated in P5 are true 
and the inference, therefore, having regard to the context in which 
the letter was written, perfectly reasonable and fair-

In M erivale v. Carson1 Lord Esher, Master of the Rolls, so far back as 
1887 laid down the law in the following terms:—■

“  It is possible, however, to conceive of cases in which the known 
facts may be so strong that any reasonable man would infer therefrom 
the existence of improper motives, and yet in which those facts may 
be explained by others neither known nor accessible to the critic. In 
such cases it is desirable that the sanctuary of fair comment should be 
available. . . .  So that I think the defence of fair comment will 
cover imputations as to motive if such imputations are reasonable 
inferences from the facts truly stated.”

I (1887) 20 Q. B. D. 275.
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A  similar view was taken by the South African Courts in the case o f  
TJpington v. Saul Solomon <& Co.1 In this case the Attorney-General o f 
the Cape o f Good Hope sued the proprietors of a newspaper called the 
“  Cape Argus ”  for publishing defamatory statements which imputed to 
the Attorney-General improper motives in the conduct o f certain prose
cutions, condemned him as unfit to hold his office and charged him with 
taking an active hand in bringing about the failure of Justice. These 
statements in the newspaper were made in connection with the manner 
in which certain prosecutions were conducted and which included certain 
preliminary steps taken by the Attorney-General and were to some extent 
based on observations o f the trial Judge. De VillierS C. J. who delivered 
the main judgment said :—

“  It is not necessary for the Court to hold that the plaintiff was 
unfit to hold his office before they can hold that the comments were 
fair and bona fide . . . .  I  could hardly imagine a fitter man intel
lectually for the office of Attorney-General than the plaintiff in this 
case but the question is not the actual fact of his fitness for office but 
whether the defendants might not reasonably, from what they had 
seen o f the whole case come to the conclusion that he was not fit for the
office..................No doubt the article o f 7th October is severe but
taking the whole of the article, taking every statement in that article,, 
if I  asked myself, as a juror, whether I believed that that article ex
ceeded fair and bona fide comment . . . .  I  should be bound to 
answer the question in the negative ” .

Fair comment does not mean that it is comment which is impartial, 
well balanced, or commends itself to the Court, Crawford v. Alim  2. The 
only requirement is that it must be honest. The Courts should not adopt 
a narrow view in deciding whether comment is fair. In L yo n  cfc L yo n  v. 
D aily Telegraph 3 Scott L. J. expressed the view of the Court of Appeal 
in the following terms :—

“  It is one o f the fundamental rights of free speech and writing which 
is so dear to the British Nation and it is of vital importance to the rule 
of law upon which we depend for our personal freedom that the Courts 
should preserve the right of fair comment undiminished and unimpaired 
. . . . Some people seem to think . . . .  that what the defendant 
wrote or said was 'within his right o f fair comment means that the 
Court accepts and endorses his opinion. The Court may as private 
individuals agree or disagree with the opinions expressed; indeed 
it may disagree very much and yet hold that there is nothing in the 
language used which exceeds the limits o f public criticism so as to- 
become personal defamation.”

1 1879 Buchanan's Reports p . 240.
1 1917 A . D. 102 at 114. s {1943) 2 A . E. R. 317.
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Having regard to the above principles it cannot be said on the facts 
found that the comment was neither fair nor bona fide.

In order to succeed in establishing the plea of j ustification it is necessary 
under the Roman-Dutch Law to prove in addition to the truth of the facts 
‘Contained in the defamatory statement, that its publication was in the 
public interest. The defence of fair comment, likewise, is not available 
unless it is made in the public interest. There now remains only to 
consider whether in this case the publications complained of were 
made in the public interest. The plaintiff who appeared in person 
rightly conceded, indeed claimed, that he as Principal of a school was 
a  public figure and that the matters referred to in the defamatory articles 
related to questions of public interest. Nevertheless, as he was not 
represented- by a lawyer it is necessary to refer to this aspect of the 
case briefly.

Apart from the news item PI the other letters P2 and P3 relating to 
the question of facilities fees were written after the plaintiff himself had 
invited public discussion in a letter to the Press P26 of 9th December, 
1955. When a person invites criticism on any subject it becomes a matter 
-of public interest (Gatley 3rd d. p. 401). Apart from that, facilities fees 
are recovered under the provisions of the Education Amendment Act, 
No. 5 of 1951, read with Section 41A (2) of Ordinance No. 26 of 1947 
which permits the recovery of such fees in Assisted Schools. The term 
■“ Assisted Schools”  is defined in Section 50 of Ordinance No. 31 of 
1939 to mean “  a school to which aid is contributed from state funds 
Ananda Sastralaya was an Assisted School recovering facilities fees and 
supported by State funds. The manner in which the fees were recovered 
is thus a matter of public interest. It had given rise to questions in 
Parliament and involved the question of whether students should be 
allowed to sit for public examinations. . When we come to consider the 
right of a teacher paid from public funds to retire under rules framed by 
the Government that too undoubtedly is a matter which concerns the 
public. The head of a school is a public figure and Iris conduct can be 
the subject of public criticism. Sturrock v. B ir t1 referred to by Nathan 
is a case in which defamatory words were used of plaintiff in her capacity 
ns head o f a school. A  plea of justification was sufficient to exonerate 
the defendant.

In our opinion, the pleas of justification and fair comment are entitled 
to  succeed. We would accordingly affirm the judgment of the learned 
District Judge and dismiss the appeal with costs.

Appeal dismissed.

1 (1891) 8 S. 0 . 119.


